Abstract. An example is given of an uncountable Noetherian ring whose additive group is free. This answers a question posed indirectly by L. Fuchs.
Theorem 1. The ring R is an uncountable Noetherian ring with free additive group.
In order to prove this theorem, we shall need the following theorem which was proved in a more general form by Paul Hill (see Theorem 3 of [3] ).
Theorem A. Let w, be the first uncountable ordinal. If Fl Ç F2 Q ■ • ■ C F¡ C ... ,j < «i, ¿J an ascending chain of free subgroups of an abelian group G, indexed by the positive ordinals less than w,, such that (i) Fk = Uj<kFj if k is a limit ordinal less than w" (ii) G = UJ<0Fj, (iii) \Fj\ < N, for each j, then G is free if FJ+l/Fj is free for each positive j < «,.
In this paragraph we explain some terminology. Whenever an element in R is expressed in rational form p/q, it is assumed that/» is in A and q is in S. Let x0 = 1, the identity element in R. For y E /, let OE, + ) be the subgroup of (R, + ) generated by those members which can be written in the form/?/? where p and q are polynomials in {x¡: 0 < / <j}. If y E / and/> E F¡+i n A, by deg7 p we mean the degree of p considered as a polynomial in Xj over Fj n A. Finally, a set is a.pure independent set in a group G if its members are linearly independent and generate a pure subgroup of G.
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1, we establish two lemmas. Lemma 1. If j El I and L is a finite subset of F,+l, then L is linearly dependent, modulo F¡, on a finite set K = {fk/g} Q F,+l such that each fk is a finite product of x/s, deg,/^ ^ deg, g for each k, and the set {fk} is a pure independent set in (A, + ).
Proof. We may write L = {p,/q} where each/», and q are polynomials in x0, . . . , Xj. Suppose deg, q = 0. We may then suppose that deg,/?, is positive for each t. The set {/>,} is linearly dependent on a pure independent finite set {fk} where each/^ is a finite product of xt\ i < j, and nofk is in Fj. If g = q, the set K = {fk/g} satisfies the lemma. Suppose, then, deg, q = r > 0, and write q = a + mbxj where a is a polynomial in Fj+i n A with deg, a < r, m is a nonzero integer, and b is a polynomial in S n Fj. We may assume that each /?, is a single finite product of x/s (since each p, is a linear combination of such products). Now we form a new set L' = {p'Jqb} as follows: if deg,/?, ^ deg, q, let/?,' = ptb; if/?, = c,ac/ for some nonzero c, in A n Fj, let /?,' = -c,a. In the latter casep'Jqb = -c,a/qb = mp,/q -cjb and c,/6 is in Fj. Hence, L is linearly dependent on L', modulo Fp and no p¡, when expressed as a polynomial in x, over /I n F., has a term of degree r, the degree of qb. Let {/t} be the minimal set of finite products of x¡'s which generate (over Z) the set {/>,'}. If g = qb, the set {fk/g} satisfies the lemma. Lemma 2. Let K be as in Lemma 1 and let K be its image in FJ+1/Fj. If E is the set of elements in FJ+l/Fj linearly dependent on K, then E is a free subgroup.
Proof. First, Fj+l/Fj is torsion-free. Suppose p/q E FJ+l and np/q = Pxlqx E Fj for some nonzero integer n. Then npqx = pxq and (n, q) = 1 implies that n divides /», in A. Thus, n can be cancelled, p/q E Fy and Fj+t/Fj is torsion-free, as desired. Next, since K is finite, it generates a free subgroup £\. We will show that E/' Ex is bounded and it will follow that E is free (see Proposition 18.3 of [1] ). Suppose_the coset p/q + Fj is in E with p/q E Fj+i. From the description of K, K, and E given in the lemmas, we have np/q = *2nJk/g + px/qx for some/?,/?, E F, and integers nk, n with n 7*= 0. It follows that « divides qx(ZnJk) + gpx in A. If deg, g = 0, then deg,/* > 0 f°r each & and « divides 2%/t in /I since (n, qx) = 1. Since [fk] is a pure independent set in A, n divides each nk and p/q + F¿ is in £,. However, if deg, g = r > 0, write g = a + mta/ where a E /J-+I n /I with deg, a < r, m is a nonzero integer, and b E Fj n 5. Since deg, /* ^ r for each k, n must divide mbxjpx in /I. Since (¿, «) = 1 = (/>,, «), « divides /w in Z. But m has only a finite number of integral divisors. Therefore, E/Ex is bounded and E is free, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since / is uncountable, so is the ring R. It is easy to see that every ideal of R is generated by an integer. As a result, R is Noetherian. We now show that the additive group of R is free. We employ Theorem A. Let G be the additive group of R and let Fj, 1 < j < <0i, be as defined in the paragraph after the statement of Theorem A. Clearly, conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem A are satsified. We must show that Fj and Fj+i/Fj are free for each y in /. Let y be a fixed ordinal in /. Now Fj+l/F, is torsion-free, as was shown at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2. Since this group is countable, by Pontryagin's Theorem (see Proposition 19.1 of [1] ), it will be free if every subgroup of it of finite rank is free. Let H be such a subgroup. Let L be a finite subset of F¡+x which maps, by the naturaljnap, to a maximal linearly independent set L in H. Relative to this L, let K, K and E be as in Lemmas 1 and 2. Since L is linearly dependent on K, modulo Fj by Lemma 1, L is linearly dependent on K in Fj+l/Fj and E D H.
By Lemma 2, E is free. Since a subgroup of a free group is free, H is free. Therefore, FJ+X/FJis free for each y in /. Finally, we show that F, is free for each y in /. We distinguish three cases: y = w,y < w and y > <o where <o is the first infinite ordinal. For positive ordinal y less than u>, FJ+l/Fj is free and Fj+X = Fj® Gj for some free subgroup G,. Set Fx -G0. This group is isomorphic to the additive group of Z and hence free. Thus, Fu = ©<^, 0 < j < to, and Fu is free. Since a subgroup of a free group is free, F} is free for y < <o. Suppose co <y" < ax. Since y" is countable, the set {/: 1 < / <y'} may be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the natural numbers. From their definitions it follows that Fj is isomorphic to Fa. Therefore, Fj is free for to < j < w,. The proof is complete.
